EMPOWER

Supporting women in Humanities & Social Sciences to expand their digital & computational skills and networks!

Want to learn new digital technologies and skills to enhance your research? Not sure where to start?

ESCALATOR is creating an online learning community for women in humanities and social science in South Africa.

26 May 2022 @ 11:30 – 13:00 SAST
Co-working and discussion session

Watch recording from session 1 Bring your questions & ideas!

Upcoming Events

9 June 2022 @ 11:30 – 13:00 SAST
Software & Practices for DISCOVERY

23 June 2022 @ 11:30 – 13:00 SAST
Co-working and discussion session

7 July 2022 @ 11:30 – 13:00 SAST
Software & Practices for ANALYSIS

Full schedule of events on the ESCALATOR website